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 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

 BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

 

__________________________________________ 

       ) 

Software Freedom Law Center,   ) 

       )  

 Petitioner,      )   

       )  Cancellation No.  

v.       )       92066968 

       )  

Software Freedom Conservancy,   ) 

       )    

 Respondent.      )   

__________________________________________) 

 

 

REQUEST FOR PARTIAL RECONSIDERATION  

and  

REQUEST FOR SUSPENSION 

 

 

 Pursuant to Rule 2.127(b) of the Trademark Rules of Practice, Respondent 

Software Freedom Conservancy (“Conservancy”), by its counsel, respectfully requests 

reconsideration of that part of the Board’s Order of March 6, 2023 (107 TTABVUE) 

precluding Conservancy “from filing any further motions regarding the deposition of Ms. 

Sandler and Mr. Kuhn until such times as [their] depositions are completed.” Id. at 10. 

[Emphasis supplied.] 

 In the Board’s Order of October 19, 2022 (101 TTABVUE 2-3), concerning the 

conduct of the depositions of Ms. Sandler and Mr. Kuhn, the Board acknowledged that 

Conservancy desired to prevent Petitioner’s principals from attending the depositions, 

both because of the “Attorneys Eyes Only” issue and because of their past harassment of 

these two witnesses. In that October 19th Order, the Board granted Petitioner’s motion 

regarding the “Attorney’s Eyes Only” issue and, as to Conservancy’s statement that it 
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would be seeking a protective order, required the parties to contact the assigned 

Interlocutory Attorney by telephone to obtain leave to file any further unconsented 

motions regarding the Bradley [sic] and Kuhn depositions.” Id. at 7-8. [Emphasis 

supplied]. 

 By its latest Order, the Board has thus changed its position: it has now completely 

barred Conservancy from filing a motion for a protective order in connection with these 

two depositions. 

 The Board was made aware of the problem of harassment in Conservancy’s 

opposition (97 TTABVUE, filed on July 5, 2022) to Petitioner’s motion, wherein 

Conservancy said it would, if necessary, seek a protective order to exclude Petitioner’s 

principals from the depositions.1  

Conservancy reserves the right, should the Board grant Petitioner’s 

motion, to seek a protective order under FRCP 26(c), excluding from the 

Sandler and Kuhn depositions, Petitioner’s principals, Eben Moglen and 

Mishi Choudhary. In that protective order motion, Conservancy will detail 

the campaign of harassment – both physical and psychological – 

conducted by those two individuals against Karen Sandler and Bradley 

Kuhn, both of whom are former employees of Petitioner. At this point, 

suffice it say that the Board of Directors of the Conservancy, late last 

month, passed the following motion: 

 

In light of abusive behavior from Eben Moglen as a past 

board member, the board concludes that any meeting 

between staff and Eben Moglen would create a hostile 

working environment for staff, and staff are instructed to 

avoid meetings with Moglen for this reason. 

  

 Id., at 10-11. 

 
1  One of the two principals, Mishi Choudhary, has left the employ of Petitioner. The remaining principal, 

Eben Moglen, is still President and Executive Director of Petitioner. 
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 In her Declaration filed on November 14, 2022 (102 TTABVUE) in this 

proceeding, Ms. Sandler confirmed those statements: 

4. I confirm the statement made in Conservancy’s opposition to 

Petitioner’s motion that Petitioner’s principals have engaged in a 

“campaign of harassment ” – against Bradley M. Kuhn and myself. If 

there comes an appropriate time, Mr. Kuhn and I will provide details of 

that campaign of harassment.  

 

5. I also confirm that our staff, including Mr. Kuhn and I, have been 

instructed by an unanimously approved order of Conservancy’s Board of 

Directors to avoid meetings with Eben Moglen, one of Petitioner’s 

principals. Before this action by our Directors, Mr. Kuhn and I already 

avoided voluntarily meeting with Eben Moglen in light of his past abusive 

conduct directed at us and others. 

  

Id. at 28. 

 In preemptively barring Conservancy from filing further motions with respect to 

the depositions, the Board has effectively ruled on the issue of Mr. Moglen’s past 

conduct—a separate basis for barring Mr. Moglen from the depositions—without, in fact, 

considering the issue. This is unfair to Conservancy, which should at least be permitted 

to present evidence and argument about Mr. Moglen’s past conduct and why he should 

be barred from attending the depositions of Mr. Kuhn and Ms. Sandler. 

 Conservancy takes to heart the Board’s concern about piecemeal litigation. 

Conservancy has been gravely reluctant to set out the details of Mr. Moglen’s conduct,  

on the sincere expectation that it would succeed on the issue of Attorneys Eyes Only. 

However, now that the Board has issued this new order banning any motion for a 

protective order, Conservancy is compelled to lay out the facts so that the Board (and if 

necessary, the Director) can reconsider this latest order. 
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 The attached Declaration of Bradley M. Kuhn (Exhibit A hereto) provides some 

of the facts on which Conservancy’s protective order motion will be founded. Mr. Kuhn 

briefly sets forth a history of his interactions with Mr. Moglen that compel Conservancy 

to seek a protective order precluding Mr. Moglen from attending the depositions of Ms. 

Sandler and Mr. Kuhn.  

 Attached as Exhibit B hereto is a Declaration of Karen Sandler, which includes a 

pertinent e-mail message from Matthias Kirschner – President – Free Software 

Foundation Europe, regarding several of his interactions with Mr. Moglen. 

When Conservancy is permitted to file its motion for protective order, it is now 

prepared to lay out in further detail that factual basis for its motion. 

 In sum, Conservancy requests that the Board withdraw its order barring 

Conservancy from filing a motion for a protective order, so that Conservancy may fully 

present, and the Board may fully consider, the issue of harassment by Mr. Moglen.  

 Conservancy further requests that this proceeding be suspended so that the 

Director may consider a Petition to the Director for review of the Board’s Orders of 

October 19, 2022 (101TTABVUE) and March 6, 2023 (107 TTABVUE). 

 

SOFTWARE FREEDOM 

CONSERVANCY 

 

 

 

 

      ___________________________ 

      John L. Welch 

      Wolf, Greenfield & Sacks, PC 

      600 Atlantic Avenue 

      Boston, MA 02210 

      617/646-8000 

      jlwtrademarks@wolfgreenfield.com 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 I hereby certify that the foregoing document was served upon Petitioner this 29th 

day of March, 2023, by emailing a copy thereof to its counsel at 

sean@mcmahonpllc.com: 

 

 

SEAN P MCMAHON, ESQ. 

SEAN P. MCMAHON, PLLC 

209 GARTH ROAD 1I 

SCARSDALE, NY 10583 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

       ____________________________ 

                    John L. Welch 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

 

In the Matter of Registration No. 4212971 

Mark: SOFTWARE FREEDOM CONSERVANCY 

Registration date: September 25, 2012 

 

Software Freedom Law Center   

Petitioner,   

v.  Cancellation No. 92066968 

Software Freedom Conservancy   

Registrant.   

 

 

DECLARATION OF BRADLEY M. KUHN 

IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 

I, Bradley M. Kuhn, declare as follows: 

1. I am over the age of 18 and if called upon to do so could testify competently about the 

facts set forth in this declaration. The facts stated herein are made on my personal 

knowledge. 

2. I am currently the Treasurer, Policy Fellow, and member of the Board of Directors of the 

Software Freedom Conservancy (“Conservancy”), the Respondent in this matter. I have 

held the Board seat from shortly after Conservancy's inception (in 2006) to the present, 

and have held various other positions in the organization.  

3. Separately, I was employed in various roles at the Software Freedom Law Center 

("SFLC"), the Petitioner in this matter, from March 2005 until summer 2010. 
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4. I met Eben Moglen (“Moglen”), the founder of SFLC, in 1999 when he was on the Board 

of Directors of, and pro-bono general counsel to, the Free Software Foundation (“FSF”). 

5. I had the opportunity during my time at the FSF to work very closely with Moglen on an 

almost-daily basis.  At the time, I also became socially friendly with Moglen.  I believed 

at the time (in retrospect – erroneously) that Moglen was mentoring me.  

6. Having never been mentored before by a professional colleague, I did not have a basis 

for comparison at the time.  In retrospect, I now see that many of Moglen's behaviors 

were inappropriate in a professional setting.  His behavior toward me at the FSF was 

often questionable, but admittedly did not begin to cross lines until later. 

7. For example, David Turner, who was an employee at the FSF contemporaneous with 

Moglen's and my work there, told me that Moglen had said abusive and inappropriate 

things to him while he was an FSF employee.  I dismissed this as exaggerated at the time. 

8. In retrospect, I realize that it was typical of Moglen's behavior that he would act and 

communicate very differently with different people – such that individuals (like Turner 

and myself during our FSF work) would have very different experiences. 

9. In about 2006, about a year after I began working at the SFLC, Moglen's behavior to me 

began to change.  Initially, the changes were subtle and constituted mostly 

microaggressions.  As time continued, Moglen's behavior became increasingly abusive 

and eventually escalated into physical intimidation.  This began approximately one year 

after I began the job where I reported directly to Moglen as my supervisor for my work 

at SFLC. 

10. For example, on Thursday, April 26, 2006, after checking with Moglen's personal 

assistant and verifying that Moglen was not likely to need remote network access, and 

verifying with the rest of the staff that a short outage in service would not be 

problematic, I briefly took down (for 17 minutes) some computer services at SFLC that I 

was in charge of, in order to make needed repairs. 
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11. I immediately received a phone call from Moglen in which he yelled loudly and 

screamed at me for failing to do my job properly, insulted my technological skill, and 

made various other abusive statements. 

12. Aghast, I wrote an email in reply, apologizing to him personally.  He replied by e-mail 

that I was “mistaken in [my] assessment of the situation”.  Even today, looking at that 

email record, it seems as if Moglen was completely friendly and nice as an employer, 

because Moglen was often very careful to say abusive things only verbally and then 

contradict them with a completely different narrative in a written record. 

13. I recall another incident where most of the SFLC staff had gone to a going-away party for 

a departing employee/intern.  Moglen was not on-site at the SFLC offices that day and 

did not attend the party, but was aware that it was going on. 

14. Moglen phoned me during the party and insisted that I had incorrectly configured the 

VPN (Virtual Private Network) for our systems.  I left the restaurant (out onto the street) 

and I attempted to calmly explain that he had made an error in his use of it.  I informed 

Moglen that I was at the event, and asked if it really was urgent.  I informed him it was 

difficult to hear him on the busy NYC street and I had the phone directly pressed against 

my ear to hear him.  In response, Moglen began screaming at the loudest possible 

volume – yelling that I had failed to do my job adequately and that perhaps I was in the 

wrong job if I couldn't make the VPN work for him. I dropped the phone.  I had pain and 

difficulty hearing out of that ear for a few days thereafter. 

15. I ran back to the SFLC office a few blocks away and attempted to debug the VPN 

problem.  I returned Moglen's call at that point, ready to verify that I saw no problems 

on the server. Moglen then was suddenly in a jovial mood and acted as if I'd done a good 

job, even though only 10 minutes before he was screaming into my ear at how bad a job 

I'd done. 

16. In September 2007, the SFLC had a financial crisis.  Based on my years of non-profit 

budgeting, I suggested that we draw up a formal budget for the organization (as that had 

not been done in its first few years). Moglen encouraged me and Daniel Ravicher (then 
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SFLC's Legal Director) to do so.  I spent the week of September 10, 2007 working closely 

with Ravicher building the budget that Moglen had requested. 

17. Moglen did not comment on the budget when we submitted it.  Instead, he asked me to 

lunch offsite of the office.  As soon as the food arrived, he began to loudly berate me for 

preparing the budget at all.  I recall that he insisted that I had no right to produce this 

budget (when just a week before he had explicitly asked me and Ravicher to prepare it).  

Moglen claimed that my preparation of that budget, which was shared only with 

Moglen, Ravicher and myself, constituted an attempt to usurp his authority and that I 

did not have the background knowledge, experience, or permission to prepare such a 

document. 

18. At that time, after discussions with my therapist, I began to seriously consider that 

Moglen was engaged in (at least toward me) a strategy known as “gaslighting” – a form 

of psychological manipulation in which the abuser attempts to sow self-doubt and 

confusion in their victim's mind. 

19. At this point, I was in severe psychological distress over Moglen's continued abusive 

behavior toward me.  Because I was new at the time to the process of gaslighting, I 

became confused and spent much of my time unsure who to trust or who to believe, 

since Moglen would often tell me things that I knew to be false, but was nonetheless 

quite persuasive – causing me to question reality. 

20. After that time, I did eventually begin to point out on many occasions to Moglen when I 

felt his behavior was inappropriate.  I recall that I even directly accused him of 

gaslighting behavior at the time.  Unfortunately, this led to escalation of his abusive 

behavior toward me. 

21. I recall an incident circa late 2009 or early 2010.  I had stayed late at the office, and 

Moglen was hosting a visitor from the Icelandic FOSS community at the office.  Moglen 

did not realize I was still on the other side of the offices and could overhear him and his 

colleague from Iceland talking in the kitchen. 
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22. Moglen and his colleague were discussing cleaning up the kitchen, and then Moglen 

began to talk about cockroaches.  To my surprise, Moglen began to talk in great detail 

about personal facts, that I'd shared with him in confidence, regarding my lifelong 

cockroach phobia.  I was aghast that Moglen was sharing such personal information 

about me with a third-party. Furthermore, Moglen's comments were denigrating and 

inappropriately harsh about my phobia. 

23. Moglen reacted with complete surprise when I then left my office and walked past him 

and his colleague to leave.  It was clear from context that he knew he'd been talking 

about me in an inappropriate manner and had been “caught” in the act of doing so. 

24. On May 3, 2010, I made a comment on a corporate blog written by an employee of a for-

profit third-party that was not a client of the SFLC, encouraging the for-profit company 

to cease seeking patents on software. Opposition to patents on software is a known 

stance in the Free and Open Source Software (“FOSS”) community and Moglen himself 

had often spoken out against software patents.  I believed it to be within SFLC's policy 

goals to criticize the patenting of software.  Nevertheless, I made the post in my own 

name, linked to my own personal website for identification, and did not represent nor 

identify myself as an SFLC employee. 

25. On May 4, 2010, Moglen apparently noticed this comment.  At approximately 3:40 PM, 

Moglen rushed into my office at SFLC.  My office was situated such that the desk was 

against the far wall away from the door, so I turned my chair around facing open space in 

the office to respond to Moglen's entrance. 

26. Moglen began yelling more and more loudly, apparently angry that I had posted that 

comment.  I attempted to respond, suggesting that while the policy position was correct, 

my response was arguably not tactful, I offered to post a follow up comment clarifying.  

Moglen, still yelling loudly, approached where I was sitting.  As there was no desk or 

other furniture between us, Moglen was able to approach me so closely (him standing 

while I still sat) that our knees almost touched. 
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27. Since Moglen had come so close, I stood up and began repeating: “You do not have the 

right to stand this close to me.  Please step back away from me.  I am not comfortable 

with you standing so close to me.”  Moglen, his face directly in mine at this point, 

continued yelling. I recall that some of his saliva actually hit my face at one point. I recall 

he said something to the effect that he had every right to stand and speak anywhere he 

wanted since these offices were his. 

28. I backed away, pushing my chair further back, continuing to repeat that he should not 

approach me closer, but he proceeded to approach closer and then had me cornered 

against my desk in the far side of the room.  I was unable to move away without making 

physical contact with him, and I feared that even if I brushed against him, that he would 

begin a direct physical battery against me.  I had long feared for my psychological safety 

in the presence of Moglen's abusive behavior, but in this moment, I also feared for my 

physical safety. 

29. Indeed, I recalled at this time a story Moglen had told about how once, in the 

Netherlands, he'd committed physical battery against a Dutch motorist who had 

inadvertently collided with his bicycle.  I recalled the glee that I observed in Moglen's 

eyes when he'd told that story from years ago, and therefore feared that he would 

gleefully engage in physical violence against me. 

30. As a lifelong pacifist, I abhor physical violence and would not respond in kind if Moglen 

began a physical battery, and as such I feared that my choices would quickly become 

either compromising of my lifelong principles or simply having to take a beating 

undefended.  I was determined to avoid the situation entirely. 

31. Since I was scheduled on the SFLC calendar to depart at 4PM anyway, I turned away to 

face toward my desk, and began packing my bag to leave.  Moglen still stood directly 

behind me such that I could not move in any direction other than to reach my arms to 

collect my personal items on my desk and place them in my bag (which was fortunately 

in arms' reach). 
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32. Once my bag was packed, I turned around – with not even enough space between me 

and Moglen to put my backpack on – I held my backpack by a strap at my side.  I told 

Moglen that I was scheduled to leave and again did not consent to him standing that 

close to me, and that I would like to leave. 

33. Moglen said words to the effect that I was not permitted to leave until he'd finished 

saying what he wanted to say.  He continued to yell loudly.  Seeing the situation 

beginning to escalate again, I decided to turn back toward my desk, climb up onto my 

desk, and quickly scurry around the return of the desk, which got me nearly to the door.  

I did so with celerity sufficient that Moglen couldn't react quickly enough to block me. 

Now no longer blocked, I ran quickly out the office door, out of the office suite and 

toward the elevators. 

34. Moglen gave chase, and I shouted that I was scheduled to leave on the calendar, that I 

would be leaving the office for the day, and I insisted that Moglen not follow me to the 

elevators.  When I reached the elevators, I pressed the call button, and turned to see 

that Moglen was again extremely close to me, immediately at my side, and he began to 

yell again. 

35. Fearing for my physical and psychological safety, I realized that I was now entirely alone 

with Moglen outside of the office space.  Knowing that the elevators typically took about 

a minute or two to arrive, I decided to reenter the SFLC office space quickly through the 

other entrance, and run to a common area where other staffers would likely be present.  

I reasoned that I would be safer from physical violence if other staffers were present. 

36. I ran into the office kitchen, and at that point the entire staff – presumably having heard 

Moglen's sustained yelling and my running – had assembled there.  Moglen ran in just a 

moment behind me, still yelling words to the effect that I had no right to leave the office 

until he'd finished saying (in actuality, yelling) what he wanted to say to me.  Moglen 

also at this time made reference that I would not be able to keep my job if I departed 

without his consent. 
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37. I responded insisting that since I'd scheduled my departure at 4PM, and it was now past 

4PM, I had every right to leave without reprisal.  Moglen communicated that he was not 

familiar with the calendar that I mentioned and insisted that I stay.  At that point, Karen 

Sandler joined the conversation and made verbal efforts to deescalate the situation by 

informing Moglen that he had previously approved the use of the calendar for 

employees to schedule when they would be in (and out of) the office. 

38. I did not hear the end of the conversation, as at that point, I thought it likely that Moglen 

would no longer chase me. I walked very quickly to the elevators and left for the day. 

39. The following afternoon, I sent an email to Moglen both offering a remedy to the 

primary situation of his concern (the blog post comment), and stated that I felt his 

behavior was inappropriate.  That email is included as Exhibit 1. 

40. Moglen replied by email on Thursday, May 6, 2010, claiming that the interaction was 

merely “unpleasant”. (Moglen's email is provided as Exhibit 2.) I replied within one hour 

stating that in my opinion “You [Moglen] acted in a physically aggressive manner and 

that is actually well beyond merely inappropriate.  You moved too close to me in a 

physically aggressive posture and refused to back away despite my repeated requests 

that you do so.  Regardless of whatever you feel about how my personal statements 

have made things difficult for anyone, there is no reason nor justification to take 

physically aggressive movements toward an employee, and furthermore ignore that 

employee's repeated requests that you move out of their physical personal space (you 

put your face within an inch of mine and I asked you multiple times to move back).  

You've created an environment where I am now left to feel physically unsafe in the 

workplace.”  That email is provided as Exhibit 3. 

41. For context, the remaining emails on this topic thread that followed are included in 

Exhibits 4 and 5.  I received no reply whatsoever to Exhibit 5, and, regarding Moglen's 

claim in Exhibit 4 that my “complaint concerning your treatment will be dealt with in due 

course” received absolutely no response – other than my dismissal from SFLC 

employment. 
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42. During the week following the incident, I also researched whether Moglen's actions 

were a crime.  At the time, I was focused on the assault statutes I did not realize that 

New York had a menacing statute under which I could file a police report.  I did not learn 

about the menacing statute until the statute of limitations on the incident had run out. 

43. I also began making plans at this point to leave employment at SFLC.  I was unable to do 

so quickly due to the expense of living in New York City at the time.  Ultimately, as 

mentioned above, Moglen fired me about five weeks after the incident. 

44. After the incident, I refused to enter the building without other employees present, and 

I kept my office door locked when there, and asked that I not be required to meet with 

Moglen.  I was informed that regular, face-to-face meetings with Moglen was now a non-

negotiable requirement of my job.  I regrettably compromised at the time (for the sake 

of keeping my job a bit longer) that I would meet with Moglen, but only with another 

employee present. 

45. As discussed in my prior declarations and exhibits in support of our Summary Judgment 

motions, I have unfortunately, since my termination at SFLC, had various interactions 

with Moglen in our professional community – specifically at the conferences and events 

that were discussed in those filings. 

46. There are many instances of aggressive and psychologically abusive behavior that 

Moglen engaged in toward me in these later situations.  For brevity, I describe only the 

two most egregious occurrences. 

47. On March 8, 2017, my mother was murdered.  Because it was covered substantially in 

the press, it became common knowledge in the software freedom community that this 

had occurred. 

48. On March 25, 2017, I attended my first software freedom event (The FSF's “LibrePlanet”) 

after my mother's murder.  At this conference, I attended Moglen's talk.  While I would 

have preferred not to, because SFLC had already begun efforts to oppose Conservancy's 

political and policy positions at that time, it was important we know what was being said 

by SFLC. 
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49. About 327 seconds into the talk, Moglen began to tell a story about his own mother.  It 

included the sentence: “When a mother lives long enough and a son lives long enough … 

little misunderstandings get straightened out”.  Moglen made a point of making direct 

eye contact with me when he said the words: “When a mother lives long enough”.  A 

recording of this talk is available online at 

https://media.libreplanet.org/mgoblin_media/media_entries/1519/123_5_eben.webm#

t=327 

50. Moglen is very good at subtle methods of “getting to someone”.  He often used to 

frequently tell me and other SFLC staff stories of his best verbal attacks that were subtle 

but effective.  I recall one of his favorite phrases was: “I got it done by using my words 

and leaving no fingerprints at the scene”.  Based on the fact that Moglen had previously 

bragged of that skill, I am quite sure that he phrased this particular story about his own 

mother in this particular way merely to continue his verbal abuse toward me in a way 

that would be easy to deny later. 

51. During the week of April 8, 2019 (after this Cancellation Proceeding had been ongoing 

for two years), I attend the FSF Europe's Legal and Licensing Workshop in Barcelona, 

Spain.  I stayed at the hotel Fairmont Rey Juan Carlos I for this event. 

52. Unbeknownst to me, Moglen was staying at the same hotel.  I discovered this because 

very early on one of the mornings, I was eating at the buffet breakfast and Moglen 

entered the restaurant. 

53. I saw him approach from the elevator and watched carefully, as I fear for both my 

physical and psychological safety any time Moglen is present.  I saw Moglen check-in as a 

breakfast guest with the restaurant host.  The restaurant was almost entirely empty at 

the early hour (approximately 30-40 tables were available across an expansive space).  

Nevertheless, I heard Moglen say loudly to the host: “There is no need to give me 

another table; I can sit here with my dear friend” – expressing “dear friend” in an 

unmistakably sardonic tone. 
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54. The host followed with a menu as Moglen approached me, and I said clearly and loudly: 

“I do not want you to sit here, Eben; I will not sit with you.  Please sit far away from me; 

there are many tables available”, and I gestured to the mostly empty restaurant. 

55. Moglen grabbed the empty chair at the two-top where I was sitting, and began to sit 

down saying: “But, my dear man, here you sit and appear as a paragon of mental health 

now.  What reason could there possibly be that you do not want to sit with me?” 

56. I stood up, and moved two or three tables to the right, and said to the host: “¡Por favor, 

ayudáme – no quiero que este hombre sientense conmigo!”  Sadly, the host gave me a 

defeated look and walked away, while Moglen was moving his jacket to put on the 

empty chair at the new table. 

57. Since breakfast was primarily a buffet, Moglen then walked to the buffet. I quickly 

finished the remaining items on my plate, and decided my best option was to, again, run 

away as quickly as possible.  I jettisoned my plan to make a second trip to the buffet and 

hurried quickly back to my hotel room. 

58. I have been in regular therapy for trauma, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and 

anxiety since my time at SFLC.  While my experiences with Moglen are not the sole 

cause of these conditions, my experiences with Moglen have exacerbated and worsened 

them. 

59. In particular, since during the early 2000s I would have considered him a friend, Moglen 

was aware of my trauma and PTSD.  Given his awareness that I was psychologically 

vulnerable to begin with, in my opinion, makes his behavior worse.  I believe that he 

engages in these behaviors precisely because he has personal information about my 

mental health. 

60. While it is extremely difficult for me to recount all this material publicly and admit that I 

have been seriously traumatized by Moglen and suffer PTSD in part because of his 

actions, the TTAB has left me no choice since it has insisted that I appear for a deposition 

where Moglen will be present. 
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61. I've discussed (throughout my treatment and recently as well) with my current therapist 

about my conditions and what is best for my mental health. Upon recommendation of 

my therapist, I have asked Conservancy's attorneys to file for a protective order that 

would prohibit Moglen from being present, even in part, and/or even virtually, for any 

deposition in this matter. 

62. I and my therapist both believe that even partial presence, or a virtual presence 

whereby Moglen would hear my deposition in real time and be able to communicate via 

notes or backchannel to his attorney, would be re-traumatizing for me. 

63.  My therapist is prepared to provide a letter attesting to the points in paragraphs 61 and 

62 – in support of a future motion for protective order in this matter. 

 

 

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that these 

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like are 

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 

Code. 
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Date: Wed, 05 May 2010 14:34:02 �0400

To: eben�softwarefreedom.org

From: Bradley M. Kuhn <bkuhn�softwarefreedom.org>

Subjet: is an apology to Rob valuable at this point?

I was not able to finish our substantive disussion yesterday, beause I

found your treatment of me in the latter half of the onversation

alarming and unsettling. Before you esalated the situation in an

inappropriate way, I was going to offer to send an apology to Rob Tiller

regarding the omments I made personally on my own behalf on his blog.

Despite yesterday's events, I would still atually like to send Rob an

email apology, as I do believe I personally owe Rob an apology.

However, I will only do so if it is something you think would be

helpful. I don't want to inadvertently ause further problems. In the

apology, I would also larify that my statements aren't SFLC's views.

Please let me know by email if you'd like me to apologize to Rob.

--

-- bkuhn
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Date: Thu, 6 May 2010 07:57:20 �0400

To: bkuhn�softwarefreedom.org

From: Eben Moglen <eben�softwarefreedom.org>

Subjet: Re: is an apology to Rob valuable at this point?

I don't see how graiousness an do any harm at any time, though the

onept of apologizing to Tiller seems irrelevant to me. Rob would

respond by saying that he has no problem with your statements and that

he appreiates your engagement. That would leave a nie lean surfae

on everything, and it wouldn't hange the politial realities in the

slightest.

I don't think there'd be any point in sending an apology to Mihael

Cunningham, who spent twenty minutes with me on the phone Tuesday

evening, whih I ould well have wished to avoid.

Please don't mistake what's going on for a matter of Tiller's hurt

feelings. What he says to you would be genuine, so far as that goes:

he wasn't personally bothered in the least. Your head is being

requested, in the most genteel and unassertive sort of way, with a "we

understand that there are passionate feelings in the ommunity, and we

know he has great value and so on, and we deeply ondole with you in

the sad neessity that you find you are under and we've left the

pistol on the table in the library" tone of voie. It's gone beyond

Red Hat now; I had it from Canonial yesterday morning--who are still

smarting from your antepenultimate unjustified diplomati row, and who

view this Red Hat situation as vindiation of their position--and I

have very high onfidene I'll hear it from one or two more quarters

before week's end.

You ould have avoided almost all of this, inluding most ertainly

the unpleasant interations with me, by making a dozen words' worth of

lear distintion between the expression of your personal opinion and

your role as an employee of SFLC. Your omission, post after post, of

the slightest suh distintion was absolutely unmistakable. Are you

going to apologize to Rob Tiller for not making lear that your

opinions were personal? You owe apologies to the people whose

livelihood you unneessarily endangered, and to the leader you have

one again dragged into a situation where he is ompelled to take

publi responsibility for your bad hoies even after he has tried to

prevent you from making them. Tiller should be the least of your

regrets.
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Date: Thu, 06 May 2010 08:58:28 �0400

To: Eben Moglen <eben�softwarefreedom.org>

From: Bradley M. Kuhn <bkuhn�softwarefreedom.org>

Subjet: Re: is an apology to Rob valuable at this point?

Eben Moglen wrote at 07:57 (EDT):

> Are you going to apologize to Rob Tiller for not making lear that

> your opinions were personal?

Yes, I'm glad to do that as well.

You said there is no harming in sending an apology to Rob, so I will do

so, and inlude a point about the opinions being my own.

> Your omission, post after post, of the slightest suh distintion was

> absolutely unmistakable.

To be lear, it was not omitted. The posts were made from my own domain

and my own email address, with the URL link being made bak to my

personal website. I made no representation that I spoke for SFLC; if

people assumed that despite my name being learly linked to my personal

website, I'm sorry they were onfused and I would have of ourse added

an even more expliit larifiation if I thought people would be

onfused enough to think that bkuhn�ebb.org and http://ebb.org/bkuhn/

are SFLC identifiers.

If it's useful, I'm also glad to post on the same thread now to make a

further larifiation of the statements being my own, so that the

larifiation is for posterity. Would you like me do so? I would have

likely offered this as well on Tuesday had you not esalate the

situation in the inappropriate way, making it impossible for a useful

onversation to ontinue.

> You ould have avoided almost all of this, inluding most ertainly

> the unpleasant interations with me,

They were beyond "unpleasant". You ated in a physially aggressive

manner and that is atually well beyond merely inappropriate. You moved

too lose to me in a physially aggressive posture and refused to bak

away despite my repeated requests that you do so.

Regardless of whatever you feel about how my personal statements have

made things diffiult for anyone, there is no reason nor justifiation

to take physially aggressive movements toward an employee, and

furthermore ignore that employee's repeated requests that you move out

of their physial personal spae (you put your fae within an inh of

mine and I asked you multiple times to move bak). You've reated an

environment where I am now left to feel physially unsafe in the

workplae.

Finally, making inappropriate analogies regarding "pistols" with respet

to "my head is being requested" (presumably an analogy to deapitation)

only leaves me more worried that physial safety isn't something I an
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From: Bradley M. Kuhn Re: is an apology to Rob valuable at this point?

ount on at SFLC.

--

-- bkuhn
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Date: Thu, 6 May 2010 10:40:50 �0400

To: bkuhn�softwarefreedom.org

From: Eben Moglen <eben�softwarefreedom.org>

Subjet: Re: is an apology to Rob valuable at this point?

My request, as your supervisor, is that you make no publi statements

to anyone exept in the ourse of your assigned work, under

supervision, after appropriate onsultation. In partiular, I request

that you refrain until further notie from all ontat with exeutives

or lawyers for donor organizations, and from publi omment on their

ativities, unless prior approval is sought and obtained from either

Daniel or me.

As regards Tiller, you have apparently misunderstood me. I have not

endorsed an "apology" to him, whih I believe is ompletely

unneessary and irrelevant, having nothing to do whatever with the

atual nature of your misbehavior, or with the persons to whom you

ought to be apologizing. I have explained why. I have not forbidden

suh a ontat, but I onsider it pointless and therefore unwise. I

strongly advise you that your best ourse at present is humility and

silene.

Your exuses onerning the absene of dislaimer have been noted.

They are quite inadequate in my view. Further disiplinary ation

will follow as and when it serves SFLC's interest in my opinion. Your

omplaint onerning your treatment will be dealt with in due ourse.

For now, we have nothing further to disuss.
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Date: Thu, 06 May 2010 20:15:54 �0400

To: Eben Moglen <eben�softwarefreedom.org>

From: Bradley M. Kuhn <bkuhn�softwarefreedom.org>

Subjet: regarding your request

Eben Moglen wrote at 10:40 (EDT):

> My request, as your supervisor, is that you make no publi statements

> to anyone exept in the ourse of your assigned work, under

> supervision, after appropriate onsultation. In partiular, I request

> that you refrain until further notie from all ontat with exeutives

> or lawyers for donor organizations, and from publi omment on their

> ativities, unless prior approval is sought and obtained from either

> Daniel or me.

I will try my best to omply with the spirit of this request, but, as

written, it is so broad that it would be impossible to omply with the

exat letter. In an attempt to omply, I have already implemented the

following:

* Added very lear dislaimers to all my email .sig's, and added

appropriate X-Dislaimer: headers to all my outgoing email, exept

that whih is from your domain, �softwarefreedom.org, whih I will

never use in a manner forbidden by the exat letter of your

request.

* I plan to inlude similar dislaimers attahed as losely as

possible to all statements that I make anywhere on the Internet.

* I will never be posting on opensoure.om again.

Meanwhile, as you are aware, separate from my day job with SFLC, I spend

between 20-35 hours per week as a volunteer on a variety of projets and

for a variety of organizations throughout the Free Software ommunity.

These inlude, but are not limited to, a diretorship with the FSF, the

GNOME Advisory Board representative for the FSF, a GNOME Foundation

member, a harter member of the OSI, a BusyBox developer, a Debian

Developer, a GCC ontributor, and a Parrot developer. Nearly all of my

volunteer roles require some omponent of publi statements, either

beause the organization in question asks me to make a publi statement,

and/or beause nearly all ativity in the Free Software ommunity is

onduted on publi fora suh as mailing lists, blogs, bug traking

systems, publi ode repositories, and publi Wikis. Asking me to make

no publi statements exept pre-approved statements would effetively

require that I ease nearly all volunteer ativity that I atively do

eah week.

As for more general publi statement on ativities in the Free Software

ommunity, I have maintained a writings page (now a blog) on my personal

website sine 1998, where I have always written about all sorts of

things related to Free Software and whih often inludes omments about

ativities of many software ompanies, some of whom are your donors.

Based on your previous onerns, I had already added a very lear

dislaimer to my website. Assuming that Lysandra has been properly
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From: Bradley M. Kuhn regarding your request

instruted to ease sending URLs from ebb.org to journalists (whih she

did before despite my protests that she not do so, whih was the root

ause of one of the inidents of your onern), I believe that the

dislaimer is adequate to solve any onfusion regarding statements made

there, and it addresses the substane, if not the exat letter, of your

request.

I am also an avid user of the identi.a/status.net systems in my

personal time. The disussions there are often about the Free Software

ommunity, and many partiipants on the status.net network are employees

for some organizations that donate to you; some even hold roles in the

apaities of your partiular onern. I simply annot lear every 140

harater utterane made on my own time through my employer, nor do I

feel it is a reasonable request to ask that I do so. I have, however,

updated my 140-harater-max profile on identi.a to be only a

dislaimer, and I plan to make a fresh dent of that same 140-har

dislaimer statement in my identi.a stream one per week (and I have

made the first of those already).

Finally, many of my personal friends are in the lass of people with

whom ompliane with your request would expliitly forbid ommuniation.

Indeed, at least a few of them have even been my personal friends sine

before SFLC even existed. Asking me to refrain from all ontat with

personal friends is just not a request with whih I an possibly omply.

> Your exuses onerning the absene of dislaimer have been noted.

> They are quite inadequate in my view.

I am sorry that you find my explanations inadequate. My original list,

BTW, was not exhaustive. I negleted to mention that the entirety of

the opensoure.om website has the following statement at the bottom of

every single page:

"The opinions expressed on this website are those of eah author, not

of the author's employer."

I don't see how that statement ould be onsidered inadequate as a lear

dislaimer that my statements were not on behalf of SFLC, espeially

when ombined with the additional are I took, already explained in the

previous email.

--

-- bkuhn
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

In the Mater of Registraion No. 4212971

Mark: SOFTWARE FREEDOM CONSERVANCY

Registraion date: September 25, 2012

Sotware Freedom Law Center

Peiioner,

v. Cancellaion No. 92066968

Sotware Freedom Conservancy

Registrant.

DECLARATION OF KAREN M. SANDLER

IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT’S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

I, Karen M. Sandler, declare as follows:

1. I am over the age of 18 and if called upon to do so could tesify competently about the 

facts set forth in this declaraion. The facts stated herein are made on my personal 

knowledge.

2. I am currently the President and Execuive Director of the Sotware Freedom 

Conservancy (“Conservancy”), the Respondent in this mater. I have held the posiion of 

Execuive Director since March 2014.  I have held the posiion of President since 

September 2019.

3. Separately, I was employed in various roles at the Sotware Freedom Law Center 

("SFLC"), the Peiioner in this mater, from 2005 unil 2011.  I was iniially hired as 

Counsel, and was named General Counsel in 2010. Ater my employment ended, I 
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coninued to serve as SFLC’s volunteer Treasurer and assisted it with its audit process 

and tax ilings in my free ime. I formally conirmed my resignaion from this posiion in 

2012. I remained listed as pro bono Of Counsel to SFLC unil 2014.

4. I am limited in what I can atest to regarding this mater during my ime as an SFLC 

employee since, as General Counsel, SFLC was a client.  

5.  In this declaraion, I have focused on events that occurred ater I ceased my work for 

SFLC and ceased being their atorney.  

6. As I menioned in a previous declaraion in this mater, ater I joined Conservancy, 

Moglen started accusing me and Bradley Kuhn, then  President of Conservancy, of 

various wrongdoings that seemed overblown to me. For example, in a lengthy, muli-

year string of emails, Moglen claimed that Bradley and I had not properly or correctly 

republished porions of copyrighted content he and Choudhary made available under a 

Creaive Commons license. 

7. Moglen accused us of violaing the Creaive Commons license and of commiing 

plagiarism, and called me by phone to yell at me and threaten me.  This was a specious 

atack, clearly retaliatory and in my view harassment.  Nevertheless, we duifully worked

with Creaive Commons license experts, veriied that our republicaion of the work was 

in full compliance, and even went above and beyond to do addiional atribuions to give

abundant credit to Moglen and his staf for their work on the porions they contributed 

to.  The email message from Moglen to me dated May 18, 2016 (atached as Exhibit 1 

hereto is] is an example of his personal atacks on Bradley Kuhn and myself. A few 

months ater these events (in October 2016), Moglen publicly claimed that Kuhn and I 

were “on a jihad for Free Sotware”  (See Exhibit 2 hereto).

8. It seems evident to me that the specious claim of plagiarism, insising that Kuhn and I 

were personally liable for some tort claim , and to publicly claim that we are on a “jihad”

was intended to harass both of us personally.

9. Addiionally, I recall that Moglen had twice requested to meet with me at the last 

minute and that on one occasion I had been very sick and the other I had a pre-exising 
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conlict.  I recall that my declining to meet with Moglen for a social meeing sparked an 

escalaion in these atacks and.  I began to feel that I should no longer meet with Moglen

in person – despite his demands that I do.  I had previously witnessed many occasions 

where Moglen was verbally abusive to others in in-person meeings, and given the tenor

of his emails on this mater as well as his yelling and insuling me on the phone, I 

expected that he would be verbally abusive to me personally if I were to meet with him 

in person.

10. I  instructed our staf at the ime, and have coninued to instruct them, that as a mater 

of safety of our staf, that no employee should be required to meet, see, or interact with 

Moglen in person.  I believe his repeated verbally abusive behavior against those he 

views as adversarial is egregious and dangerous for the psychological health of me and 

our employees at Conservancy.

11. In 2019, I paricipated in a panel with other industry professionals. While I was speaking 

on the panel, Moglen interrupted me from his posiion in the front of the audience and 

berated me about a topic that was not the subject of the panel.  I later learned that this 

incident led to a complaint being iled by other individuals (though I do not know their 

idenity).

12. In 2021, I became aware that Moglen had also harassed Mathias Kirschner of the Free 

Sotware Foundaion Europe (“FSFE”) in April 2019.  Exhibit 1 hereto is a copy of an 

email that I recently received from Kirschner describing these events.

13. Based on these and other events, I have asked Conservancy's atorneys to ile for a 

protecive order that would prohibit Moglen from being present, even in part, even 

virtually, for any deposiion in this mater.
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I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that these 

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like are 

punishable by ine or imprisonment, or both, under Secion 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code.

Karen M. Sandler

Dated: March 29, 2023                                                                                           
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P;A/.294<?A97<3/H=1G3A?/<6/87/H=A6A97A4/876A3./71/?A/89/UVVW/86/7;A/H=1G3A?/<6/87/67833
H=A6A976/876A3./71/?A/91CL

Y1A=0819/41A6/917/C1=D/8./E12/;<BA/71/41/61/?20;/1./87/7;<7/E12/0<9@7/<..1=4/87L

T94/01A=0819/193E/C1=D6/61/319K/<6/E12/9ABA=/316A/<9E/.8K;7/<9EC;A=AI/C;80;/86/C;E/E12
;<BA/71/DAAH/AX28HH89K/E12=/H1380A/C87;/G8KKA=/<94/G8KKA=/K296/<94/7;A=A/86/<3C<E6/7;A
=86D/7;<7/7;AE/C833/26A/7;A?L

-/484/917/C<97/7;A9/<94/-/41/917/C<97/91C/71/H=A7A94/7;<7/7;A/C<E/7;<7/CA/6A02=A
01?H38<90A/C87;/01HE=8K;7/3<C/C87;/=A6HA07/71/.=AA/61.7C<=A/86/GE/0;<689K/41C9/HA1H3A
<94/?<D89K/7;A?/01?H3EL

-7/86/8?H1=7<97/ABA=E/190A/89/</C;83A/71/6A7/<9/AR<?H3AL

P;A=A.1=A/87/86/8?H1=7<97/ABA=E/190A/89/</C;83A/71/4A03<=A/7;<7/E12@=A/89/</3<67Z=A61=7
6872<7819I/<94/7;A=A@6/917;89K/A36A/7;<7/E12/0<9/41/G27/71/=A61=7/71/3878K<7819L

-/294A=67<94/7;<7I/<7/7;A/H=A6A97/78?AI/7;A=A/<=A/</3<=KA/92?GA=/1./HA1H3A/C;1/<=A/38B89K
89/7;<7/ARH<9489K/G1294<=E/1./.=AA/61.7C<=A/26A/<94/=A4867=8G27819/7;<7/CA/;<BA/<33/GAA9
7<3D89K/<G127L

[8BA9/C;A=A/7;AE/C1=DF7;A/H<=78023<=/61.7C<=A/7;AE/C1=D/19I/7;A/H<=78023<=/.1=?6/1.
41C967=A<?/26A/7;<7/<=A/?167/8?H1=7<97/71/7;A?F7;AE/=29/8971/89.=89KA?A97/6872<78196
89/7;86/127A=/G1294<=E/<=A<I/<94/7;AE/7;A=A.1=A/GA38ABA/7;<7/ABA=EG14E/89/7;A/C1=34
41A69@7/KA7/87/<G127/.=AA/61.7C<=AI/<94/ABA9/7;<7/ABA=EG14E/89/7;A/C1=34/86/</0=11D/<94
7;<7/ABA=EG14E/89/7;A/C1=34/86/7=E89K/71/67A<3/.=AA/61.7C<=A/<94/?<DA/G<4/26A/1./87L

\;<7/-/7;12K;7/C<6/61/8?H1=7<97/<G127/[=AK/]̂=1<;Z_<=7?<9̀/<94/PA4/]P@61̀/<94/7;A
H1897/7;<7/7;AE/0<?A/;A=A/71/?<DA/714<E/C<6/7;86a/7;AE/6<E/7;<7/8./E12/<=A/687789K/89/7;A
?8443A/1./7;A/689K3A/?167/01??A=08<33E/B<32<G3A/.=AA/61.7C<=A/H=15A07/89/7;A/C1=34I/<94
E12/;<BA/7;126<946/1./HA1H3A/;A3H89K/E12/71/?<DA/87I/.8K;789K/C87;/ABA=E/689K3A
89.=89K89K/HA=619/86/917/7;A/C<E/71/C89L

Y19BA=789K/ABA=E/689K3A/HA=619/86/7;A/C<E/71/C89L

b8K;789K/0<9/193E/0190A8B<G3E/GA/B<32<G3A/8./87/86/19/7;A/C<E/71/019BA=789K/HA1H3AL

-7/0<9917/H1668G3E/67<94/19/876/1C9L

-/;<BA/61?A/.89A/038A976/<94/C194A=.23/.=8A946/89/7;86/?1BA?A97/C;1/;<BA/GAA9/KA7789K
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,-./0,1-23,41,0502.647

8/0,019:1-16;.1;<1-230,1921./01=;,6>?1921<-5.?1921@;69.95:71AB,1@;69.95-61C;D0C02.19:12;.1./0
;2641;201:B<<0,9231<,;C1-230,1-.1./01C;C02.7

EB.1:;C01;<1C41-23,41<,902>:?1>0-,1<,902>:?1<,902>:1F1,0-66415-,01<;,?1/-D015;C01.;1./0
5;256B:9;21./-.1./04G,01;21-1H9/->1<;,1<,001:;<.=-,07

I2>1F1=9661:-41./9:1-<.0,1>05->0:1;<1=;,JK=/-.0D0,106:01=9661L01./01>,-=L-5J:1921;./0,
-,0-:1;<169<0K./01@,;L60C1921;B,12093/L;,/;;>19:1./-.1H9/->1>;0:12;.1:5-607

M/-.1=01/-D01L0021/0-,9231./9:1-<.0,2;;21<,;C1./016-=40,:1F1/-D01L0021<,902>:1-2>
5;660-3B0:1-2>1;55-:9;2-61@,;<0::9;2-61->D0,:-,90:1=9./1;D0,1./0:01>05->0:19:1./-.1921./0
92>B:.,9-61B:01;<1<,001:;<.=-,01:5-6019:1=/-.1C-..0,:7

I2>1=01;21;B,1:9>01921./015;CCB29.41;<1<,001:;<.=-,01C-J0,:1/-D01.;1B2>0,:.-2>1./-.
:5-6019:1=/-.1C-..0,:1.;1B:1.;;7

8/01@,;L60C1=9./1H9/->19:12;.1./-.19.G:12;.1D9,.B;B:1;,1./-.1C-J9231@0;@601;L041./01,B60:
9:1:;C0/;=1=,;237

F169J01@;6950C021-2>1@;69501<;,50:1-16;.71EB.1F1J2;=1./-.1./01-C;B2.1;<1@;69592312050::-,4
.;1@,;>B501@0,<05.15;C@69-25019:1-21-C;B2.1;<1@;6959231=015-21209./0,1-<<;,>12;,1.;60,-.0
921./01:;590.41=/0,01=0169D07

N;1,03,0..-L64?1F1/-D01.;1>,-=1:;C01<-5.B-615;256B:9;2:1.;14;B,1-..02.9;2O

P9,:.?19<1-.1-241.9C01921;B,16;231-::;59-.9;21;D0,1./01@-:.1QR140-,:K./9:1502.B,4?16-:.
502.B,4?19.1>;0:2G.1C-..0,O1F<1S95/-,>1N.-66C-21-2>1F1/->13;201.;15;B,.1-2>1:B0>1-1C-H;,
36;L-61@BL69515;C@-241;21-156-9C1;<15;@4,93/.192<,9230C02.1./-.1=-:1=0-J102;B3/1.;1L0
./,;=21;B.1;<15;B,.1;21-1C;.9;21.;1>9:C9::?1=01=;B6>1/-D01>0:.,;40>1./01TUV
:.,-93/.-=-47

F<1=01/->1:/;=21./-.1=01=0,01@,0@-,0>1.;1,9:J16-,301;215;0,59;2?10D021-3-92:.1-1L->
-5.;,1921;B,1;=21HB>30C02.K9<1=01/->1>;201./-.1=9./;B.1->0WB-.01@,0@-,-.9;21.;1L0
:B,01./-.1=01=;2K=01=;B6>1/-D016;:.1-210X-C@601;<15;0,59;21-2>12;L;>41=;B6>1/-D0
.,B:.0>1B:1-3-927

F1>9>1:B01@0;@6071F.G:1.,B07

T,031,0<0,,0>1.;1./01=-41921=/95/1=/021./01LB:4L;X1>0D06;@0,:1./;B3/.1./041=-2.0>1.;
:.-,.1:B9231-2>1F1>9>19.1<;,1./0C?1./01,0:B6.:1C-412;.1/-D01L0021./01;20:1./041C;:.
=-2.0>718/-.1/-@@02:1=9./156902.:1-661./01.9C0?1@-,.95B6-,64156902.:1=/;13;1.;15;B,.O18/04
30.1:;C0./9231=/95/19:12;.1WB9.01=/-.1./041=-2.0>7

EB.1F1./;B3/.1./-.19.1=-:19C@;,.-2.1./021L05-B:01LB:4L;X1=-:1L092310CL0>>0>192
0D0,4./9237

I2>1921./01C;C02.1-.1=/95/1=01=0,01./02169D923?1921=/95/1./01<,;2.90,1;<1B:01-2>
,0>9:.,9LB.9;21=-:10X@-2>9231:;1,-@9>64?19.1:00C0>1.;1C01./-.19.1=-:12050::-,41.;130.
@0;@60G:1-..02.9;27

I2>1F1./;B3/.1./02?1-:1F1./92J12;=?1./-.1./01@0;@601=/;:01-..02.9;214;B1200>1.;130.1-,0
./01@0;@601=/;1>;2G.1@95J1B@1./01@/;201=/0214;B15-661./0C7

M01./;B3/.1./-.1@0;@6014;B15-2G.15;2.-5.?1@0;@6014;B15-2G.130.1.;1-2:=0,1./01@/;20?
@0;@601=/;1=966120D0,1:@;2.-20;B:6415;C@64Y./041=;2G.10D021-2:=0,14;B,1C-96YC-41L0
./01,93/.1@0;@601.;1C-J01-210X-C@601;<7

EB.1;21./01293/.1L0<;,01=01<960>1./01LB:4L;X15-:0:1921QZZ[?1F15/-:0>1>;=21921\-@-21-.
QOZZ-7C71./013020,-615;B2:061;<1;201;<1./01;,3-29]-.9;2:1=01=0,013;9231.;1:B01./0120X.
>-4Y-1D0,416-,301D0,41@;=0,<B6?1D0,41,0@B.-L6015;C@-247

I2>1F1:-9>1.;1/9C?1̂F<14;B139D01C014;B,1@0,:;2-61-::B,-2501./-.14;BG,013;9231.;1<9X1./9:
@,;L60C?1.;C;,,;=14;B1=96612;.1L01:B0>71F1=9661.-J014;B,1=;,>1<;,19.71_;./9231C;,07̀
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,-./01/234./5126/3-./7/234./5128/,-./9015/:1;1/-<9/2=1./901/><??<:4-@/.35/A1B3=21/3??/:1
:3-91./:32/><;/C1<C?1/9</C35/3991-94<-/3-./A;4-@/9014;/1-@3@1D1-9/9</901/C3;958

EF1-/39/9039/?1F1?6/9<</D=B0/B<1;B4<-G3-./:1/3;1/294??/3;@=4-@/3A<=9/:01901;/9039/:32
1-<=@0/<;/9<</D=B0G9<</D=B0/B<1;B4<-/:32/2=;1?5/-<9/:039/7/:3-91./9</3CC?58

H1B<-.I/7>/:01-/HB<99/3-./J1;;5/3-./9014;/B<??13@=12/39/7KL/3-./M1:?199NO3BP3;./>4;29
A1@3-/9</B<D1/9</>;11/2<>9:3;16/:01-/9015/>4;29/:3-91./9</;1B<DD1-./49/3-./=21/49/3-.
D35A1/1F1-/.429;4A=91/49/901D21?F12/<;/1-B<=;3@1/<901;/C1<C?1/9</.429;4A=91/49/><;/901D6
:1/03./B;494B4Q1./901D/><;/-<9/A14-@/-<-NC;<>49/F4;9=<=2/1-<=@06/4>/:1/03./234./R:1/3;1
2=2C4B4<=2/<>/5<=6S/?19/3?<-1/4>/:1/03./90;1391-1.6/R<-1/291C/<F1;/901/?4-1/A=291;/3-./:1
:4??/2=1/5<=SG1F1;5904-@/1?21/9039/:1/:3-91./9</.</:<=?./03F1/A1B<D1/4DC<224A?1
4DD1.4391?58

7>/:1/03./-<9/3B91./32/T;1@/3-./J1./234./9039/9015/D=29/3B9/<-/A103?>/<>/901/@;139/C;<U1B9
9039/:1/3??/?<F16/4>/:1/03./-<9/:1?B<D1./1F1;5A<.5/:490/<C1-/3;D2/3-./D3.1/B?13;/9039
901/B<DD1;B43?/1VC?<49394<-/<>/901/2<>9:3;1/:32/<=;/0<C1/-<9/<=;/>13;6/:1/:<=?./03F1
3B041F1./3A2<?=91?5/-<904-@/9039/;13??5/D3991;1./9</=21/3A<=9/>;11.<D8

J04;.I/W1/2C1-9/513;2/2B;=C=?<=2?5/@1994-@/:<;PN><;N04;1/.42B?34D1;2/>;<D/1F1;5
A=24-122/3-./1F1;5/=-4F1;2495/9039/1DC?<51./<;/1.=B391./3/B<-9;4A=9<;/9</TXY8

EF1;5/94D1/:1/9<<P/3/;4@096/:1/9<<P/3/.42B?34D1;/9</A1/2=;18/7>/901;1/:32/3-5/Z=1294<-/9039
3-5A<.5/-11.1./9</A1/B<-93B91.6/:1/-1@<94391./90<21/.42B?34D1;2/32/?<-@/3-./32
B3;1>=??5/32/49/9<<P8/J01/C1<C?1/:0</@3F1/=2/:<;PN><;N04;1/.42B?34D1;26/9015/.4.-[9/R@19S
>;11/2<>9:3;16/7/322=;1/5<=8/J015/:1;1/24DC?5/A14-@/32P1./9</235/9039/49/:32-[9/:<;PN><;N
04;16/9039/2<D1/C;<@;3DD1;/:0</:<;P1./><;/901D/:32/:<;P4-@/<-/3/C;<U1B9/4-/01;/<;/042
2C3;1/94D18

K=9/2=CC<21/:1/03.-[9/@<991-/90<21/.42B?34D1;2G2=CC<21/:1/03.-[9/C;<F1./9<
1F1;5A<.5/9039/:1/:1;1/-<9/9;54-@/9</2<?4B49/;4@092/<-/:04B0/9015/03./3/B?34DG4>/:1/03.6
><;/1V3DC?16/@<-1/3;<=-./3-./32P1./C1<C?1/9</@4F1/=2/;4@092/3-./2<>9:3;1/9015/03.
:;4991-/:04?1/:<;P4-@/39/<901;/B<DC3-4126/:490<=9/1F1;5/93?P4-@/9</90<21/B<DC3-5[2
?3:51;28/7-/9039/B321/-<9/<-?5/:<=?./:1/03F1/.129;<51./3??/9;=296/-<9/<-?5/:<=?./:1/03F1
D3.1/49/3A2<?=91?5/4DC<224A?1/9</3B041F1/:039/:1/;13??5/:3-91.6/7/:<=?./03F1/C=9/D5/?3:
?4B1-21/4-/.3-@1;8

7/904-P/9039/3??/90;11/<>/90<21/3;1/=-B<-9;<F1;243?/C;<C<2494<-28

K=9/4-/B321/5<=[;1/4-B?4-1./9</.<=A9/3-5/<>/90<21/C;<C<2494<-26/7/03F1/9</91??/5<=/9039
C1<C?1/4-/D5/:<;?.6/C1<C?1/4-/D5/-14@0A<;0<<.6/C1<C?1/4-/D5/D<F1D1-96/C1<C?1/4-
D3-5/B3212/:0<D/7/9;34-1.6/03F1/B<-.=B91./90<21/23D1/1VC1;4D1-92/<F1;/901/?329/9:<
513;28

J01/;12=?92/03F1/-<9/A11-/3-5/.4>>1;1-9/903-/7/:<=?./03F1/1VC1B91.8

W1/03F1/B;1391./><;/<=;21?F12/2<D1/9;<=A?128

,-./901;1/3;1/<901;/C1<C?1/<=9/901;1/B;1394-@/9;<=A?12/><;/=28

M1;1/\20<:2/2?4.1]/42/3/B=;;1-9/XĤ/>=-.4-@/2<?4B49394<-/><;/3/>;11/2<>9:3;1N4-91-.1.
C;<U1B98/XĤ/42/4-/>3B9/2<?4B494-@/3/;1213;B0/>=-.4-@/3CC?4B394<-/>;<D/3/B?41-9/<>/D4-1
:04B0/D3P12/>;11/2<>9:3;18

,-./9042/2<?4B49394<-/42/.124@-1./9</2=CC<;9/901D8/EVB1C9/49/42-[96/A1B3=21/9015[;1/3
TO_[1./C;<U1B9I

,??/C;<U1B92/3@;11/9</.429;4A=91/3??/2<=;B1/B<.1/9039/032/A11-/3=90<;1./:04?1
:<;P4-@/<-/3-/XĤ K̀4@a<;C/3:3;./=-.1;/3/KHb6/,C3B01/<;/<901;/1Z=4F3?1-9
<C1-/2<=;B1/?4B1-218/H<>9:3;1/?4B1-212/9039/;1Z=4;1/32/3/B<-.494<-/<>/=216
D<.4>4B394<-/3-.̀<;/.429;4A=94<-/9039/901/2<>9:3;1/<;/<901;/2<>9:3;1
4-B<;C<;391./4-9<6/.1;4F1./>;<D/<;/.429;4A=91./:490/901/2<>9:3;1/A1/?4B1-21.
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,-./01.2314./5./0647.894/613.:54./01.8248531.5:.;9<6=>.9=7?54.763/46,2/6=>
7146@9/6@1.A54<3.941.=5/.814;6//17B.C6D1=313.=5/.988458469/1./023.6=DE271
9=-.@14365=.5:.FGH.F1=149E.I2,E6D.C6D1=31.JFICK.54.C13314?C6,494-.FIC
JCFICKL./01.M4/63/6D.C6D1=31.J1B>BL.INOCKL.9=7./01.P5Q6EE9.I2,E6D.C6D1=31B

R5=S/.1@1=./06=<.5:.988E-6=>.:54.413194D0.:2=76=>.6:.-52S41.>56=>./5.;9<1.D58-E1:/.:411
35:/A941B

G5A.6:.-52./06=<./09/./09/S3.9.E6//E1.;2D0L.05A.9,52/./063L.:45;./01.39;1.35E6D6/9/65=T

MA947113.;9-.:6E1.89/1=/.988E6D9/65=3L.845@676=>./09/./01-.>49=/./5.U6>V548
9.=5=W1XDE236@1L.A54E7A671L.45-9E/-W:411L.32,WE6D1=39,E1.E6D1=31./5.9EE
6=/1EE1D/29E.845814/-.46>0/3.6=.9=-.6=@1=/65=3.54.A54<3.5:.92/0543068
4132E/6=>.:45;.413194D0.D5=72D/17.2=714./01.Y56=/.9A947B

Z5L.93.6/./24=3.52/L.=5/.5=E-.D9=.-52.89/1=/.35;1.35:/A941.0141.,2/.9EE.-524.6=/1EE1D/29E
845814/-.46>0/3[/09/.63.6=DE276=>.-524.D58-46>0/.36=D1.6/S3.9EE.A54<3.5:.92/0543068[A6EE
,1.=5=W1XDE236@1E-.E6D1=317./5.U6>.V548B

\.09@1.D09=>17.U6>.V548S3.=9;1./5.845/1D/./01./01541/6D9EE-.6==5D1=/B

]063.63.9.D2441=/.RMOIM.:2=76=>.35E6D6/9/65=.9E35.:54.9.845Y1D/./09/.;9<13.:411.35:/A941̂

]01.845>49;.A6EE.1;80936Q1.D419/6=>.9=7.E1@149>6=>.581=.3524D1./1D0=5E5>-
9=7.94D06/1D/241B.\=/1EE1D/29E.845814/-.46>0/3.93314/17.,-.845853143.941
3/45=>E-.1=D5249>17./5.,1.9E6>=17.A6/0.=5=W.@649E.581=.3524D1.41>6;13B
NXD18/65=3.:54.8458461/94-./1D0=5E5>-.A6EE.,1.D5=3671417.5=E-.6=.D5;81EE6=>
D9313B.P9<1.3241./5.D941:2EE-.75D2;1=/.9=7.1X8E96=./0131.41935=3.6=
32,;6//17.8458539E3B

_=D1.9>96=L.-52.941.3/45=>E-.24>17./5.;9<1.A5=714:2E.581=.3524D1.35:/A941.2=714./063
9A947B.R5=S/./06=<.5:.236=>.D58-E1:/B.̀1.75=S/.A9=/.-52./5B.Z5.09@1./5.82/.9.381D69E
1X8E9=9/65=.6=./01.>49=/.41a213/L.A06D0.63.5:.D52431.1a26@9E1=/./5.b/09=<3.,2/.=5./09=<3Bc

]063.\.;23/./1EE.-52̂.6:.-52.A9=/./5./9E<.9,52/.D246=>.D9=D14L.D241./063.:54.;1B

]063.63.;541.79=>14523./09=.9EE./01.D58-46>0/.6=:46=>1;1=/.,-.9DD671=/.54.71E6,149/65=
5DD2446=>.52/./0141.6=./01.:411.35:/A941.A54E7.46>0/.=5AB

]063.A6EE.;9<1.D58-E1:/.A6/014.9A9-B

U1D9231./0452>052/./01.413194D0.6=:493/42D/241.6=./063.A5=714:2E.>419/.D52=/4-.5:.5243L.6:
D58-E1:/.63.=5/.9EE5A17L./01=.9.A05E1.>1=149/65=.5:./01.;53/./9E1=/17.8158E1.A1.A54<
A6/0.A6EE.D5;1./5./01.D5=DE2365=[.,1:541./01-.>1/./0164.UML.,1:541./01-.>1/./0164
75D/549/1L.54.,1:541./01-.71D671./5.>5.9=7.75.35;1/06=>.6=.6=723/4-[/01-.A6EE.9E4197-
09@1.D5=DE2717./09/./0141.63.35;1/06=>.A45=>.A6/0.D58-E1:/.9=7.-52.3052E7=S/.231.6/B

\.75=S/.<=5A.9=-.A9-./5.321./063.52/.5:.1X63/1=D1B

\.75=S/.<=5A.9=-.A9-./5.719E.A6/0./063.;6E6/946E-B.]063.63.9.768E5;9/6D.D09EE1=>1B

]063.63.9.768E5;9/6D.D09EE1=>1./09/.41a26413.E9A-143.A05.<=5A.05A./5.75./063.A54<L.A06D0
63.=5/.75=1.,-.E9A-143.A05.321.8158E1B

\/.63.=5/.9,52/.D514D65=B.\/.63.=5/.1@1=.9,52/.1=D5249>6=>.8158E1./5.D5=@14/B

\/S3.9,52/.41@1436=>.9.845,E1;./09/.A1.09@1.894/69EE-.,452>0/.5=.52431E@13.9=7.A06D0
5/014.8158E1.941./9<6=>.97@9=/9>1.5:.b,6>E-Lc.6:.-52.93<.;1B

]063.63.A0141./01.E6;6/3.5:.D52=31E6=>.;11/./01.E6;6/3.5:.D514D65=̂./01.419E.9=3A14.63./09/
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,-./0123/4-/0123/1/56314/785/39-:,:43;/1<=/3236,7-=,/01:/4-/73>8323/8</84?

@6/3>:3/,-./0123/4-/0123/1:/;1<,/>-77,8:4:/1:/A85B-6CD/1<=/403,/0123/4-/73/:C631=/1>>
-236/403/63:31690/8<E61:46.94.63D/1::.68<5/9-C,>3E4F:/E.4.63?

G-/H014/I/H1<4/4-/:1,/17-.4/1>>/-E/408:/8:/4014/H3/163/<-H/14/1/4.6<8<5/C-8<4?

J03/5--=/<3H:/-E/4-=1,/8:/4014/408:/4.6<8<5/C-8<4/:0-.>=/9166,/.:/1>>/E6-;/403/:4153:/-E
E316/1<=/9-;C>81<93/4-/403/:4153:/-E/3<5153;3<4/1<=/>31=36:08C?

K3/163/<-H/194.1>>,/631=,?/I/=-<F4/;31</631=,/C>.:/-6/;8<.:/40633/,316:/-6/631=,/C>.:/-6
;8<.:/403/635.>14-6:/-E/E8<4390?

I/;31</H3/163/631=,/<-H/H840D/GLMN/1<=/@C3<B018</1<=/734436/4-->8<5/1<=/M3781<
;1908<3O631=17>3/9-C,68504/E8>3:/4014/631=/-</3236,408<5/4014/3236,7-=,/631>>,/.:3:?

K3/163/631=,/4-/7358</4-/63=.93/403/9-:4:/-E/9-;C>81<93/1<=/>-H368<5/403/9-:4:/-E/E8<=8<5
0-H/4-/9-;C>,D/4-/1/>323>/H0890/631>>,/H8>>/1>>-H/.:/4-/=-/H014/P635/1<=/J3=/H363/41>Q8<5
17-.4R/9-.<46,O7,O9-.<46,/1<=/9-;;36981>/3<286-<;3<4O7,O9-;;36981>/3<286-<;3<4/1>>
16-.<=/403/H-6>=D/;1Q8<5/408<5:/S.:4/H-6Q?

I/63;3;736/0-H/;.90/T-Q81/1=;863=/UCC>3/E-6/403/S.:4OH-6Q:/V3</-E/84/1>>?

I/15633/H840/WX363;810/Y-:436Z/4014/84/8:/1HE.>>,/5--=/4014/H3/5-4/40386/[13;-
=323>-C;3<4/-EE/403/E>--6/1<=/8<4-/408<5:/>8Q3/916:D/7391.:3/84/H1:/H-<=36E.>/:4.EE?

IF;/<-4/5-8<5/4-/43>>/:4-683:/<-H/17-.4/0-H/016=/84/H1:/4-/46,/4-/534/T-Q81/<-4/4-/E>,/8<4-
403/:8=3/-E/403/;-.<418</H840/4014/:4.EE/719Q/8</\]̂ ]?/I4/H1:/1/:1=/3_C3683<93?

A.4/H014/H3/0123/<-H/8:/403/-CC-64.<84,/4-/12-8=/1>>/403/32->.48-<16,/=31=/3<=:/4014/3236
73:34/.:?

K3/0123/1</-CC-64.<84,/4-/C.4/408:/E633/:-E4H163/H0363/H3/H1<4/84D/H0890/8:/3236,H0363D
1<=/4-/;1Q3/84/=-/H014/H3/H1<4D/H0890/8:/4-/:C631=/E633=-;?

K3F63/<-4/8</1/C>193/H0363/403/=8EE89.>4,/8:/0-H/=-/H3/534/3<-.50/1;;.<848-</4-/E-693
3236,7-=,/4-/9-;C>,?

K3/=-<F4/<33=/1;;.<848-<?

K3/<33=/=8C>-;19,?

K3/<33=/:Q8>>?

K3/<33=/4-/H-6Q/4-534036/734436?

K3/<33=/4-/.<=36:41<=/0-H/4014/H-6Q8<5/4-534036/C.6C-:823>,/768<5:/.:/4-/403/C-8<4
H0363/3236,-<3/8:/<-4/1E618=/-E/Y@GG/1<,;-63/1<=/H3/163/<-4/H-6683=/17-.4/40386
9-;C>,8<5/1<,;-63?

K3/163/S.:4/1>>/3<5158<5/1<=/>31=8<5/403/41:Q/-E/;1Q8<5/E633/:-E4H163?

A.4/I/0123/4-/9-<28<93/1/>-4/-E/C3-C>3/-E/4014D/1<=/<-4/1>>/-E/403;/163/-</403/:-O91>>3=
-4036/:8=3?

J014/C6-93::/8:/5-8<5/4-/73/1/9-;C>89143=/-<3

I4F:/5-8<5/4-/41Q3/1/9-.C>3/-E/,316:?

K3/0123/:-;3/719Q8<5/.C/4-/=-/1<=/:-;3/;-28<5/E-6H16=/4-/=-/14/403/:1;3/48;3?

U<=/1>40-.50/1<16908:;/8:/5--=/14/;-28<5/8</;1<,/=863948-<:/:8;.>41<3-.:>,D/84/8:/<-4
1>H1,:/5--=/14/.<=36:41<=8<5/H0363/84/01:/4-/719Q/.C/1<=/H0363/84/01:/4-/;-23/E-6H16=?

A.4/408:/H8>>/;1Q3/.:?
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,-./01-234-2567893-:;234:-/312362.6<=5->32/:-27632362?-2>607@2A72<-6<5-2B462/:-7C32@6A78
A32D0A3-2:A843E

F4-2567893-:;234:-/312362.6<=5->32/:-27632362?-2>607@2A7234-2A@-/234/323662;/7=2<-6<5-
/:-28-33A782/B/=2BA3423662;0.42/7@2B-24/G-2362862/7@28-3267260:2;636:.=.5-12/7@2:07
34-;2@6B72/7@2<055234-;26G-:236234-21A@-26>234-2:6/@2/7@28AG-234-;2/23A.H-3E

F4/3C121A;<5=2763234-2;6@-5234/32A12:-5-G/732:A843276BE

I7@27632-G-:=?6@=2>055=207@-:13/7@1234/3E

J62>:6;2;=2<6A7326>2GA-BK234-2<0:<61-26>236@/=LBA342?56.H.4/A7K2/7@234A7HA782/?603
B4/3234-25/B=-:A782B-CG-2/552@67-2>6:2@-./@-12;-/71K2/7@234-2<0:<61-26>23/5HA78236234-
.5A-7312/?6032B4/3234-=2:-/55=27--@LA12362;/H-234-2<6A73234/32B-2/:-2763286A782362B/:236
1/G-234-2MNOE

F4/3C127632B4-:-2B-2/:-2:A843276BE

P-C:-27632-G-7286A782362B/:23621/G-2.6<=5->32:A843276BE

P-2/:-2.-:3/A75=2763286A782362B/:23621/G-2/7=2<:6Q-.312:A843276BE

F4/3C12Q0132@-13:6=A78234-2GA55/8-2A726:@-:23621/G-2A3E

I7@2B-CG-27-G-:2?--7234/32HA7@26>25/B=-:1E

I7@2B-C:-2763286A782362?-.6;-234/32HA7@26>25/B=-:1E

P4/32B-2@624/G-2A12/2:-/52<:6?5-;2A72@-.A@A78246B2362;/H-2.6<=5->32:-5-G/732>6:-G-:E

F4-:-2/:-2/256326>21;/:32<-6<5-2A7234A12:66;2B462A7234-A:2D0A-32;6;-7312>/.-9369>/.-
BA342;-26:2BA342634-:2<-6<5-24-:-24/G-2?--72H76B723621/=K2RS602H76BK2T234A7H2.6<=5->3
;A8432?-2?-.6;A782A::-5-G/73276BE

RT32B/12866@E2T32<03216;-2<:A7.A<5-12@--<2A72-G-:=?6@=C12;A7@1E2T328/G-2-G-:=?6@=2/2:-/5
1-71-2/?6032B4/3260:2/1<A:/3A6712/:-E

R,032>:6;2/726<-:/3A67/52<6A7326>2GA-BK2B-2@67C327--@2A32/7=;6:-EU

T2>-/:234/32.6<=5->3C12;6132<6B-:>05210<<6:3-:124/G-24-5<-@2362?:A782<-6<5-236234/3
.67.501A67E

F4-2<0:<61-26>236@/=L-G-72?->6:-27-B12:-/.4-@2;-2>:6;234-2603-:2B6:5@L34-2<0:<61-
6>236@/=2B/123621/=234/3C12/51627632B4-:-2B-2/:-E

P4-:-2B-2/:-2A1V2.6<=5->32A12/28:-/32A@-/234/32.4/78-@234-2B6:5@E2T327--@12:->:-14;-73
76B2A726:@-:2362/<<-/52362/2=6078-:28-7-:/3A6726>2<-6<5-2B462B:A3-2<:68:/;12>6:
14/:A78E

T726:@-:2362;/H-2A32/<<-/523623461-2<-6<5-2B462B:A3-2<:68:/;12>6:214/:A78K2B-27--@236
;/H-2A321A;<5-:236201-K2D0A.H-:236207@-:13/7@K2/7@2?-33-:2/32@6A782/55234-2Q6?12A3C1
10<<61-@2362@6E

I7@2B-27--@2362:->:/A72>:6;286A782077-.-11/:A5=2362B/:E

F4-25-11671234/32B-25-/:7-@26G-:234-25/132D0/:3-:2.-730:=2/:-213A552866@V2F4/32B/=2B67C3
B6:HE

T2/8:--2BA34234-2<-6<5-2B4624/G-21088-13-@234/32A>2/2./;</A8726>2.6-:.AG-2.6;<5A/7.-2A1
./::A-@2Q0132/2;6;-7323662>/:K2BA55A787-11236201-2.6<=5->32/;678234-2:/3A67/52?01A7-11-1
6>234-2B6:5@2BA552@-.5A7-2362/2<6A732B4A.42A12@/78-:6012362>:--@6;K2?-./01-2T2@62?-5A-G-
34/32.6<=5->32A12A;<6:3/732362>:--@6;E

T7@--@K2T234A7H2A3C12.:0.A/52362>:--@6;E
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,-.//.01234256173421,174612489321:;123/19</42/621=>?@82/<1@<>9<4??/<1,5A/1/A/<1B->7-C

D>1?;1@>E-213/</FEG1E2561>B4;1H86212>134A/141@>E-2173/-1@/>@I/163>8I.14I</4.;1:/
.<E-BE-914-.1.4-=E-9F?;1@>E-21E61I/2561->219/21=>-G86/.C1J3E61E61->2174<12E?/C

J3E61E61.E@I>?4=;12E?/C

DBEII1=>8-26C1K9EIE2;1=>8-26C1LE6=</2E>-1=>8-26C

M>-91=</.E:EIE2;1=>8-26C

K??8-E2E>-N1K??8-E2E>-1E617><23I/661:/=486/173/</A/<17/1GE</1E2017/17><B1/A/<;73/</
4-.1E2561>-I;19>E-912>13E2186C

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOPOPOPOP

Q>71,1.>-52134A/12>1B//@1861?8=31I>-9/<01:/=486/173421E61I/G21E61234-B6C

R;1234-B61>G1=>8<6/1:/9E-17E23123/1@/>@I/1,17><B17E23017E23>82173>?14II1>G123E617>8I.
->21:/1@>66E:I/C

,5A/12<4E-/.141I>21>G1I47;/<6014-.1,1=3>>6/1=4</G8II;173>?1,17><B17E2301><1421I/4621,1:/IE/A/1,
.>0173E=31?/4-61,5?1<E93214:>82134IG123/12E?/C

S8217E231RE63E1,14?1<E9321TUUV1>G123/12E?/C

,134A/141I/94I1.E</=2><14-.141I471@4<2-/<14-.141@4<2-/<1E-1@>IE=;W?4BE-914<>8-.123/17><I.
73>12/4=3/61?/1/A/<;16E-9I/1.4;014-.173>1,1.//@I;1:/IE/A/17EII1:/13/</173/-1,134A/1G4II/-
8-./<123/1:86C

J3/</561->1BE-.1>G19<42E28./1IEB/123/19<42E28./1>G1B->7E-9123421;>85A/19>2141@4<2-/<173>56
9>21;>8<1:4=BC

J>1L4-E/I1X->82=3/GG0173>134616@/-214II1.4;1I>-91?4BE-91/A/<;23E-917><BC1L4-E/I561H>:1E6
<8--E-91>8<1-/27><B14-.1B//@E-91>8<1GE</74II18@14-.1B//@E-9123/1QDK1>8214-.1/46;1628GG
IEB/12342C

Y3/-1,164;12>13E?01Z6>1;>85</141?8I2E?/.E4198;14-.1;>85</1<8--E-9141=>-G/</-=/014-.
/A/<;23E-917EII17><B14-.123/162</4?17EII1:/1@/<G/=214-.17/17EII1.>1G<//16>G274</1AE./>
62</4?E-914-.1IEA/148.E>0[13/164;601Z\B4;0123425612<8/C[1]>818-./<624-.173;1,1-//.12>
234-B13E?1@4<2E=8I4<I;C1,164713E?1I/4A/1>8<1E-2/<-4I1,̂_1=34--/I123E61?><-E-91421T̀ab4C?C
4-.1,123>893201Z3/5619>E-912>1:/1:4=B1421c̀TbN[1J34-B1;>8C

J4-E6341R4.<E.0173>1B//@61>8<1?>-/;14-.1>8<12E?/14-.173>134.12>19>14-.19/213/<127>
BE.614G2/<163/134.12>19>14-.1.<>@123/?1>GG123E61?><-E-91>-123/174;1E-1><./<12>1:/13/</142
c̀Tb4C?C12>>F63/17>-521:/1>-123/162</4?01:821?;1.//@/621234-B6C

J>1?;1466>=E42/1L4-E/I1S;<-/60173>1E61->71I/4<-E-9123/12<4./17E2318614-.173>1E6162EII14
</4II;19>>.1G<>-2W/-.1dJRMb1@<>9<4??/<14-.123/</G></13/I@61?/17E231734217/1-//.12>
.>1E-123421</6@/=2C

J>1KIE=/1Y4-914-.1>8<1>23/<14@@</-2E=/614-.134-9/<6W>-14-.1@/>@I/173>134A/13/I@/.
2>.4;01,1=4-5212/II1;>813>71E?@><24-21E21E61234217/1=4-1H8621.>14123E-914-.1@/>@I/17EII128<-
8@14-.13/I@C

KII1>G123421E61@4<21>G173421,1-//.12>164;C

Q>701,14?14198;173>1-//.6141@/<6>-4I1466E624-2C1,134A/19>22/-12>123/16249/173/</1,1</4II;
4?1e8E2/1E-=>?@/2/-21E-123/17><I.C1RE=34/I1Y/3>I21=4?/12>1?/1/4<IE/<123E61G4II014-.1,
23E-B13/123>89321234213/1=>8I.1@<>:4:I;1.>123/1H>:C

K-.123/-17/164E.01Z\314-.1:;123/174;01;>85</1@822E-91>-141=>-G/</-=/C[

K-.13/164E.01Z7/II1,5A/1-/A/<1@821>-14-;1=>-G/</-=/601:821461I>-91461E2561->2123/1K=4./?;
K74<.6C[1K-.1>G1=>8<6/1E21E6-52123/1K=4./?;1K74<.6014I23>89313/</1,14?124IBE-9142
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,-./-012345-617894.8:8;<8:474:=86-794;>?/.4>@4217/A:4B867?:84184C7:4C>;;-8.47:41899
7B>?24-247/.418D:4,7.848<8;E21-/04C>;A3

F/684707-/42>4G8-214H8;089247/.4FIJ47/.42>4K7<-.457;;47/.4L?796>,,4M861/>9>0E
I/.?:2;-8:N4ID,40;728@?94@>;4=7;2-6?97;4:?==>;24-/4,7A-/04:?;8421724218;84C7:4:?@@-6-8/24@;88
@>>.47/.4C-994B84:?@@-6-8/24@;884B88;3

H?24I4.>417<84>/84,>;8421-/042>4:7EO4I4.>417<84>/84,>;84A-/.4>@4217/A:42>4>@@8;3

P/.4218E47;842>4,842184.88=8:2Q7/.42>.7E4724987:2Q2184,>:24,><-/04217/A:4>@47993

I467//>24:27/.418;84B8@>;84E>?4C-21>?248/.-/04C-214,E4217/A:42>4R-617;.4572218C
S2799,7/3

T84-/<8/28.42184C>;9.4I49-<84-/3

U87;:470>N4V7;;E4V8::-04:7-.421724R-617;.4S2799,7/417.4-/<8/28.421842C8/2EW@-;:2468/2?;E3

P/.4I4:7-.N4C899N421724,7E4>;4,7E4/>24B842;?8N4B?247/E42C8/2EW@-;:2468/2?;E4R-617;.
S2799,7/4.-.4/>24-/<8/24-:4742C8/2EW@-;:2468/2?;E4I4C>/D246>/:-.8;4-24:7@842>49-<84-/3
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EXHIBIT  3



Subject Conversation with Eben Moglen

From Matthias Kirschner <mk@fsfe.org>

To Karen M. Sandler <karen@sfconservancy.org>

Date 2023-03-24 11:10

Dear Karen,

As I mentioned to you some time ago, I had many conversations over the
years with Eben Moglen, in which I felt threatened by him.

In April 2019 I had a meeting with Eben Moglen in Barcelona/Spain, which
was about possible ways of working together for software freedom;
despite previous unpleasant experiences. At one point, which was about
how the Free Software Foundation Europe has handled a former Code of
Conduct complaint about another person, Eben told me "if you want to
shoot someone in the head, you have to do it the right way" and continue
to explain me "how I [Eben] am shooting a bullet in Bradley's and
Karen's head...".

On 30 September 2019 I also felt threatened by him in a phone call in
which he wanted to receive the full Code of Conduct complaint and
evidence which was filed against him towards the Free Software
Foundation Europe. He assumed someone from Software Freedom Conservancy
filed that (which was not the case). In this call he mentioned private
information about Bradley's childhood and called him a psycho. Eben was
also saying "do you think that those two clowns who worked for me
[Bradely + Karen] are a competition for me?".

Best regards,
Matthias

-- 
Matthias Kirschner - President - Free Software Foundation Europe
Schönhauser Allee 6/7, 10119 Berlin, Germany | t +49-30-27595290
Registered at Amtsgericht Hamburg, VR 17030  |(fsfe.org/support)
Contact (fsfe.org/about/kirschner)       Weblog k7r.eu/blog.html
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